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. . . meaning that the pressure to

develop there is often intense.

The Powhatan Creek Watershed

The PCW flows almost entirely

within the Primary Service Area . . .



Development and the Powhatan Creek Watershed

Thousands of new homes have been

built or approved for construction.

In the past 30 years, impervious cover

has increased from 3% to nearly 10%.



Consider the case of a city—

a space which is fashioned, shaped, and invested

Approaching the Politics of Environment

And Development in James City County

by social activities during a finite historical period.

--Henri Lefebvre,

from “The Production of Space.”

. . . meaning that . . .



Cities do not just innocently come to be.

Rather, they are produced and constructed,

both physically and socially, by a multiplicity

of individuals and groups . . .

Politicians
Students

Developers

Politicians

Planners

Citizens

Neighbors

Social Movements

Landowners

Students

. . . to name just a few.



The problem emerges when some people are positioned in such a way

as to have a much greater influence on the landscape than others…

The Growth Machine



The Friends of the Powhatan Creek Watershed

• Water Quality

Testing:

• Education • Restoration:

And most important to my research,

they attempt to influence County

policy in ways beneficial to their watershed.



With the Growth Machine pushing County

policy in one direction from above . . .

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

. . . and the Friends pushing it

another direction from below. . . 



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

1. What kind of policy will result?

2. How will that policy affect the landscape?



July 2000: after pressure from

the Friends, JCC contracted with

February 2002: the BOS accept the WMP

“in concept,” giving staff the approval they

needed to develop the policy changes.

The Powhatan Creek Watershed

Management Plan

the Friends, JCC contracted with

the CWP to create a WMP.

November 2001: the CWP completed

a draft copy of the WMP, identifying

changes in County policy that would

benefit the watershed.

needed to develop the policy changes.



Three priorities went astray . . .

3. Prohibit rezoning which increases impervious cover in

sensitive watersheds, including subwatershed 208.

11. Impervious cover limit of 10% in subwatershed 208.

4. Cluster down – ability to reduce lot sizes in low density

zoning areas to create additional open space, including 208.



Subwatershed 208

a.k.a. the Casey Property

a.k.a. New Town

What is special about

subwatershed 208?



Subwatershed 208: the most sensitive part of

the watershed (CWP 2001: 62) . . .

. . . afforded the least protection of any

part of the watershed.



Drawing conclusions from New Town and the

Powhatan Creek Watershed Management Plan

The WMP is progressive and innovative . . .

. . . but the Growth Machine served to partially undermine

protections for the most sensitive part of the watershed.
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